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Camphill Communities of Ireland works to create sustainable communities where children and adults of all
abilities, many with special needs, can live learn and work with others in healthy social relationships based
on mutual care and respect.
Most communities are a home for both people with special needs and volunteers. Members of the
community share responsibility for the tasks and cultural activities of day to day life.
Camphill is inspired by Christian ideals and the impulse of community building as articulated by Rudolf
Steiner and is based on the acceptance of the spiritual uniqueness of each human being.

We have had the privilege of occasionally accompanying the people of the Camphill Communities of Ireland in their search
to articulate a framework for their shared lives and a set of policies that will both satisfy the obligations that go with funding
from the Health Service Executive as well as protect the integrity of the ways of being that call people to their intentional
communities. The process that produced this document reflects these communities' identity: large gatherings, wonderfully
hosted, brought people with disabilities, family members, volunteers, long-term co-workers, and outside resource people
together to produce a flood images and words about their life together through drama, music, dance, art, and discussion;
small group meetings allowed deliberation among those with a living understanding of the spirit of their communities; many
drafts distilled the flood into the document you hold. Whenever we were present, we experienced hospitality, profound
respect for the wonder and fallibility of the human journey, a practical orientation to the everyday tasks and occasional
disruptions of living together, openness to questions and suggestions rooted in confidence in the worth of the communities’
work, thoughtful discussion, beautiful surroundings, and great food.
Neither of us have chosen the sort of lifesharing that characterizes Camphill for ourselves. Both of us can identify clear
differences between our understanding of inclusion, community, developmental possibilities, and autonomy and the
understanding we met at Camphill. But it is exactly these differences that make Camphill such a gift to these days of worldshifting changes in the lives of people with developmental disabilities.
The form of farming that guides Camphill wisely warns of great danger in the contemporary trend to monocultures–planting
a single variety of a single crop that typically requires the addition of engineered fertilizer, pesticides, and even seeds. Health
lies in the direction of variety both in the farmer’s field and in the field of publicly funded supports to people with
developmental disabilities. It would be arrogant and wasteful to imagine that any responsible public official, professional, or
advocate for disabled people’s rights, has a sufficient corner on how people with developmental disabilities can live lives of
dignity, meaning, and contribution to extinguish any viable approach.
This is not to say that we think that anything goes. Some forms of service–like institutions of any size–have proven so difficult
to run in a decent way that they deserve extinction. But Camphill’s ways of being–as clearly set out in these pages as real
life can be captured in prose–distinguish it fundamentally from the institutional form.The distinction lies in Camphill’s identity
as an intentional community, engaged in many ways in the social, cultural, and economic life of its surroundings, but bounded
by a set of freely entered commitments that set it apart from much that is currently socially typical.
Camphill’s viability–and its value to the rest of the world–depends on all of its people’s continual striving to live out, in
everyday life, a coherence of the deep understanding of human destiny and development, an appreciation of the centrality
of relationship and freedom, and a careful consideration of the ways economic life and cultural practice can best support
people’s life journeys that its tradition and spiritual roots give it.
As a means of ensuring that the way of life in Camphill does not fall short of such coherence, this document calls for each
community, and the communities of Ireland collectively, to exercise several levels of safeguards, all of which are grounded in
deep respect for each person in the community and for the community as a whole.This search for coherence offers…
• fruitful questions: how can the community discern whether people whose parents choose Camphill freely choose to
continue to live here?
• powerful insights: challenging behaviour may well be an expression of hunger for a soul friend
• helpful practices: the art of college meeting and biographical timelines pre-dated more recent
approaches to person-centered planning
• relationship worthwhile dilemmas: how can a community based on reciprocity thrive in a system that increasingly
understands support to people with developmental disabilities as a producer-consumer relationship,
closely regulated by the state.
In their open and thorough response to this last dilemma, the people of Camphill in Ireland have given a gift of great value
to everyone who wants to increase the chances that all people with developmental disabilities live dignified and meaningful
lives.
John O’Brien, Responsive Systems Associates, Inc., Georgia, USA.
Patricia O’Brien, Director, National Institute for Intellectual Disability,Trinity College Dublin.
July, 2008
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Some fifty years ago it was common practice to hide a child or adult with disabilities from the sight and
knowledge of neighbours, community, and society in general. It took a great deal of courage to confront the
public with the idea that children and adults with disabilities are fully human and have the same rights as any
other child or adult.These rights include the right to be educated, to live a full life and to contribute to society
socially and through work. Social developments at the end of the 20th and
beginning of the 21st century have seen many changes. It has finally been
I don’t like this “special needs” or
acknowledged that people with disabilities have the same rights as others.
“handicapped”. I want to be like my
cousins Michael and John. Why can’t I
In today’s social climate of litigation, regulation, and an ever growing
be like them? Why do I always have
administrative culture, there is a real danger of social life moving in an
to be called “special needs”. All I want
unexpected and undesirable direction. In trying to protect and secure the
is a normal life like everyone else.
rights of disadvantaged groups, it is possible that such groups will be
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singled out to a degree that compounds differences and creates barriers,
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Lifesharing
Camphill Communities in Ireland provide a place where adults, adolescents, and children with an intellectual
disability can share their lives. In the residential communities 'sharing lives' means that all these people live,
work, and celebrate together with volunteer carers and their
families. Under the umbrella of the Camphill Communities in
One thing is needed to begin with. If anyone
Ireland there are also initiatives based on common action
works for another, he must find in this other
involving work as well as artistic and other activities.
one the reason for his work; and if he works for
the community, he must perceive and feel the
Whatever the basis for
meaning and value of this community, and
sharing life in any of these
what it is as a living, organic whole.
ventures, the aim is to avoid
Rudolf Steiner
superficial or
compartmentalised
interactions but rather to
meet in a way that can lead to real understanding.This enables us to see and
feel directly the impact of our thoughts, our presence, and our deeds on other
people. Dignity comes from recognising that I am contributing to the lives of
others while they are also contributing to my life.
To understand ourselves we need authentic meetings and interactions with
other people. We can recognise in others what we find difficult in ourselves. We
must learn to accept that we cannot always be as perfect, or do things as
perfectly, as we wish, nor should we put such expectations onto others.
Authenticity in human relations calls us to strive to be open to continually
developing ourselves and our relationships with one another, even when we
would sometimes rather avoid this. We must keep in mind that the task of
communicating and connecting is the most human of all endeavours.

Rudolf Steiner (Philosopher 1861 - 1925)

At the beginning of any description of life in a Camphill Community we must highlight the importance of
interdependence.The volunteer carers, co-workers and their families who live in the residential communities are
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not providing a service. Living in Camphill is part of their journey through life. Whether they
stay for a short or a longer time, the co-workers care for, love, and support the people with
special needs. However, in turn they are also cared for, loved, and supported by the people
with special needs. Camphill Communities are thus not ‘service providers’ in the generally
accepted sense.
The Open Road
Karl Konig
This document exists in the context of developing standards of care for people with
(Founder
of Camphill
intellectual disabilities who live in residential care situations in the Republic of Ireland. At the
1902 - 1966)
outset the Camphill Communities of Ireland chose to take the ‘Open Road,’ setting out the
foundations of our shared lives. From this we have updated and in some cases created new guidelines, policies,
and procedures.These aim to support a safe, secure, and good quality of life for those living in Camphill
communities and are grounded in the reality of community life.
We chose not to employ a businesslike format . We struggled with the fact that static words on a page cannot
convey the dynamic, colourful experience of balancing between the struggles and rewards of our everyday life.
We chose not to iron out the differences in styles of the various contributors. We have allowed the genuine
stories of individuals to help with the descriptions.The result is not a corporate or professional document.
However the content is genuine and we express here policies and procedures that play fundamental roles in
our lives.
The document is divided into several sections
•
•
•
•

Section
Section
Section
Section

1: Ways of Being – a description of the ethos of Camphill
2: Guidelines and Policies for Camphill Communities
3: Further Policies and Procedures adopted by Camphill Communities of Ireland
4: Easy Summary

The document is the result of contributions from many of the people living and working in our communities
and associated Camphill initiatives in Ireland, from family, board members, employees and other friends of the
communities. We acknowledge the valued assistance and guidance of Professor Patricia O' Brien of the
National Institute for Intellectual Disability in Trinity College, Dublin. We wish, at the outset, to thank Patricia for
all her work and to thank also Dr. John O'Brien of Responsive Systems Associates for his advice and support.
The Health Services Executive provided the financial support that enabled us to produce this document.

Section 1:
Ways Of Being a description of the ethos of Camphill
To describe the way we share our lives in Camphill we can turn to some key concepts. Dr. Karl König, who
inspired and led the first Camphill Communities, based his approach to community living on Anthroposophy
(‘the wisdom of the human being’) as developed by Rudolf Steiner. Steiner perceived that every human being is
born with the task of learning and developing through their experience of life. In order to unfold our individual
destinies, all human beings, including those with an intellectual disability, need to live as full and rich a life as
possible.
Camphill Communities are structured to provide a social organism that reflects the threefold nature and needs
of the whole human being. The spiritual and cultural realm of community life addresses the needs of the
human spirit and each person's unique individuality.The social realm addresses the needs of the human soul; it
is the domain of the heart and human connections.The economic realm addresses the needs of the body and
the physical and material aspects of life. In Camphill we intentionally allow all of these aspects of life to exist
together.These ways of being in Camphill are described in this section of the document.The topics are grouped
according to this threefold nature of life, but just as the human being is a single entity, so too the different
aspects of life in Camphill are interwoven to create the whole.
The first section of the document is structured as follows:
Spiritual and cultural
1
2
3
4

Nurturing a spiritual life
Life-long learning and celebrating each person’s potential
Cultural life and creativity
Celebrating life, fun and spontaneity

Social
5
6
7
8

Rights and responsibilities
Reciprocal relationships
Building communities of mutual support
Inclusion and diversity

Economic
9
10
11
12

Economic life
The dignity of work
Caring for the living earth
Creating a holistic and therapeutic environment
Conclusion: Sharing our lives
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1. Nurturing a spiritual life

The understanding of life through “Anthroposophy” in all its
aspects forms the background to life in our communities. It
encourages self-development and the nurturing of a spiritual life.
We believe each person’s spiritual individuality is eternal, has
evolved through time and continues after death.This gives each
individual in a community a unique responsibility to strive toward
an understanding of their own destiny and to recognise, behold,
and support others on this path of learning.To serve these aims
we create an environment and social forms that help individuals
to come to peace, to find moments of reflection, to share their
ideals and striving and inspire each other.
“Jackie is thirty years old. During her life she has given a lot of
joy, hope, fun, and laughter and also a lot of pain, frustration,
and sorrow. Frustration with her inability to be heard and
understood led to some very challenging behaviour, i.e.
inflicting injury on herself and hitting out at others around her.
Finding someone to persevere with her has proven difficult in
the past, but when she joined Camphill it had a huge
influence on her life. She is now in an environment that totally
meets her needs. She is a much happier, chattier person who
can be relied upon for her fantastic memory.
This new life began with a biographical review where every
aspect of her life was looked at and examined thoroughly. This
review was a huge learning experience for all concerned,
family, professionals, and co-workers alike, and it was the
faithfulness of these co-workers who never gave up on her
that has allowed her to shine. With the correct support she
overcame many of her difficulties. Great progress was made
because the issues were acknowledged and time, energy and
creativity were applied.”
Maureen -Jackie’s Mum

“We are all precious in God’s sight. Each of us
has a unique role in the life of the universe,
and this is our time and our place and no one
else can take that time or place. No higher
destiny is possible than to live our own lives, be
in our own time, take up our own place.”
Sister Stanislaus Kennedy
Irish author and nun

Spiritual life does not always equate with
religious life, although organised religion often is
a part of a person’s spiritual life. Camphill
Communities support individual freedom in
religious expression and will facilitate this need
where it cannot be met within the community.

back from everyday life.
These can include:
1. Meetings where a person can focus on where they are in their life’s journey and look
forward towards future tasks and their path of development.
2. Retreats where individuals spend time away from the activities of normal life, and
reflect on particular issues or themes of a spiritual or ethical nature that resonate in their lives.
3. Meetings and study groups that focus on broader spiritual issues and questions can also provide
opportunities for spiritual nourishment and growth.
4. Reviews in which we address together spiritual and overall personal development Annual reviews take a
specific form and do not directly address spiritual development, but can offer opportunities for individuals
to step briefly out of their everyday activity and consider their life situation and any immediate goals and
steps they would like to focus on (see chapter on 'Reflecting, Supporting and Planning’ in Section 2:
Guidelines and Policies for Camphill communities).
5. Formal studies not necessarily focused on spiritual development, are often found helpful for personal
development.
All of these serve not only to create the space and environment for the individual to find moments of peace and
reflection, but are also essential tools for creating a sense of community. In essence, community building and the
process of self-development are closely interlinked (see Chapter 7: Building communities of mutual support).

Camphill Communities have nondenominational Christian foundations which we
signify by referring to “The Christ Impulse.” The
Christ impulse can be recognised in any
encounter that endeavours to uphold another
person as a human being regardless of race,
gender, religion, abilities, or social background.
To see oneself as a developing person,
continually responding to all manner of changes
as well as dealing with one’s own growth
process, can be a challenge, and one that
changes as we mature.There is no fixed path
for spiritual development. A person can learn
as much from an unexpected life crisis as from
a planned process for personal development.

In everyday life we nurture the spirit by creating opportunities for peace and reflection. Singing, or a grace, as
well as a moment of quiet before and after meals are a few examples. Some houses and communities have a
morning or evening circle to begin or conclude the day together.
These gatherings often include a reading or a song with spiritual
content. Community meetings at every level are often accompanied
by a verse or song.
Most communities also have a weekly rhythm where Sunday is
marked through a non-denominational service or celebration. Many
communities or houses within communities create a special space on
Saturday evening for a moment of quiet, reflecting on the week past,
reading a section of the bible or other spiritual content, and sharing
personal thoughts about one’s own experiences, striving or struggles.
Beyond such rhythms we also have other processes that help us step
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2. Life-long learning and
celebrating each person's
potential
A belief in the human capacity to learn and to
develop one’s potential, and a view that the
Definition of Life-Long learning by the European Commission:
course of a life is essentially a learning
experience, are fundamental to the outlook of
“All learning activity undertaken throughout life, with the aim of
Camphill Communities. Rudolf Steiner
improving knowledge, skills and competence, within a personal,
observed that each experience adds to the
civic, social and/or employment-related perspective.”
soul substance of a growing individual and he
encouraged every individual to become
responsible for gaining self-awareness. Camphill has always held that every person, without regard to ‘ability,’ has
the right to ongoing learning and development and to contribute their gifts to society.
Camphill fosters a wide variety of learning experiences, sometimes as constructive recreation but primarily as a
way to focus and enhance personal growth.
These experiences can take the form of travel and adventure, of vocational training and development, of
individual tuition or shared learning
situations (courses, lectures, and both
work and play) and also in personal
dialogue that encourages self-reflection.
These all aim to enhance the sense of the
individual’s own biographical development
(see Chapter 1: Nurturing a spiritual
life).
We emphasise participation and giving
individuals the means to explore their
potential and to express themselves
through their own activity. It can be a big
challenge to ‘learn how to learn’! New
technologies -- digital cameras,
computers, and the internet -- can be
very helpful in adapting and personalising
processes of learning that is relevant for
each individual. Many traditional crafts and art, on the other hand, offer excellent opportunities to develop
aesthetic potential and practical skills
(see Chapter 10:The dignity of work).
“I learned to weave independently this year. I
Co-workers
learned to measure my work. Everyone in the
Life-long learning also encompasses the training needs of coweavery was delighted. In advocacy we listen to
workers (volunteers who live in the community and support
each other and allow everyone to talk up. We
the people with special needs). When new co-workers join
learned to talk up for ourselves. Now I can talk for
us, they come as volunteers with many questions – about
myself. At adult literacy I write about different
community; about people with special needs; about
things and I do computers. I bake bread. Everyone
themselves and often about their future direction in life.
loves my bread.”
Belinda
Co-workers receive an initial practical induction , which
includes familiarisation with the policies and practices that
form part of this document as well as a community-specific co-worker induction pack. After this co-workers
are expected to attend regular sessions of introductory training on topics directly related to their life and work
in Camphill, and the various aspects of working with people with special needs.
At the same time as this ‘head’ training, they will be learning many practical skills – together with the people
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with special needs – which may be new to them: housework, gardening, crafts, personal
care. Many experience quite a strong ‘change of heart’ whilst living in Camphill: new
feelings, attitudes towards others, and ways of relating to people they meet.Thus learning
takes place on these three fronts within the community intensively during one’s first year,
and continuously in the lifesharing situation, for all of us.
Many co-workers who come with the intention of committing long-term to life in Camphill
have previous relevant qualifications such as
teaching or social work credentials.Those who
remain in the community longer are
“By being brought into a new situation and having to deal with
encouraged to seek out training that will
tasks I never had to do before (e.g. working with people with
support them in their role – this can include
special needs, living in a lifesharing community, being away from
training in curative education, social therapy,
home for the first time, being abroad) I became aware of the
youth guidance, mental health, various physical
potential I have and also discovered new abilities. Being in a
therapies, craft, agriculture, or horticulture.
situation, which is new and unknown, can bring you a
consciousness of your own potential. Also this ‘philosophy of
Kilkenny Collective for Arts Talent
learning by doing’, gives you a big chance to discover potential you
(KCAT)
never thought about before.
All of the communities support the learning
processes inherent in personal selfThe inability of some people to communicate in spoken language
development and the KCAT (Kilkenny
made me much more sensitive not only to the needs but also to
Collective for Arts Talent) Art and Study
the abilities and potentials of everybody, co-workers and people
Centre, founded and supported by Camphill,
with special needs around me. This gives me the chance to find
serves as a particularly good example.
appropriate tasks that deepen potential and celebrate success e.g.
eating the cake we baked together.”
KCAT runs courses supported by the VEC
Lena – a young coworker
(Vocational Education Committee) that are
fully inclusive. KCAT aims to create a new
situation: an environment in which artists and students from different backgrounds and different abilities can
collaborate as creative equals and share in an experience that is part of life-long learning.
The task of creating life-long learning opportunities needs to
be balanced sensitively against other needs: making a
“In a nutshell; studying art at KCAT has proved to be
contribution in work, and finding the social and personal
a genuine learning experience. While learning about
relationships that foster maturation.
art, I am learning more about myself and others. It is
As its social structures and expectations evolve, Camphill is
committed to exploring the potential for life-long learning.
The vision of the individual, beyond ‘ability and disability, as a
soul continually learning and developing, will underpin our
innovative approaches.

not only life education, it is education for life. And the
added bonus:education at KCAT is a genuine
pleasure, as well as always seeming to make perfect
sense.”
Phil O’Brien KCAT student
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3. Cultural life and creativity

Every community is permeated by its
cultural life.This is vital for the
development of the spirit and
nourishment of the soul.

In Camphill we endeavour to form life in the community to nourish, encourage, recognise,
and celebrate the creative potential of each individual. Fostering creativity as a force of life
results in it penetrating the spiritual, cultural, social and economic life of the community.
Our lives are thereby enriched, from the way we lay the table to the way we celebrate
festivals, and from the way we find living situations to meet individual needs to our formal
structural arrangements as an organisation.

“The community is a living organism in which its life processes are
nourished and sustained by beauty and creativity.”
Veronica Van Duin
Camphill co-worker and author

The seasonal and national festivals such as
Christmas, St Patrick’s Day, Easter, Ascension, Whitsun, St John’s Day (at midsummer time), Michaelmas (at
harvest time), and Halloween, play important roles in our cultural life. A wide range of other cultural activities
also enrich our lives in Camphill, these include:
• Plays, mimes, puppet theatre, musicals;
• Concerts and performances by ourselves and others;
• Choir and singing;
• Bell choir;
• Exhibitions;
• Talks and lectures;
• Slideshows;
• Special Community Celebrations and gatherings of people from all of the Camphill Communities in Ireland
(sometimes including Communities from Northern Ireland);
• Birthday celebrations;
• Open Days.
It is vital that each individual in the
community takes part in and supports the
cultural life of the community to whatever
degree they can manage. Participating in this
rich cultural life is an opportunity to
challenge and celebrate each person’s
creative potential (see Chapter 2: Life-long
learning and celebrating each person’s
potential).
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“Ballytobin's weekly Friday concert for everyone is magic. I love the
way we are all encouraged to do a bit, our pieces are enjoyed and
how great one feels afterwards for being appreciated and for being
part of it. Today David stood up and sang 'In Dublin's Fair City’ with
his guitar -- I heard he had been practising all week, it was great!
Neijiang, from Korea, did a short classical piece on the piano - she is
tops. Then Mary played ‘Old MacDonald Had a Farm’ on the
recorder, and others did different things too. Next week I might try a
song on the recorder like Mary.”
Susan
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4. Celebrating life, fun and
spontaneity

5. Rights and responsibilities

We are all familiar with the kind of moments
and memories that we treasure when we look
back on our life.These are the spice of life –
often shared with friends or family.They are
typically moments of laughter, fun and
spontaneity which can rarely be planned and
arranged. Frequently, they happen when we celebrate together, have parties, birthdays, festivals, plays, go out to
the pub, or share the same experience, for example, when we are on holidays.

The United Nations Declaration on
“The conviction that every man carries this ‘I’ in him and that this ‘I’ is
the Rights of Disabled persons
eternal, imperishable and of a spiritual nature, is fundamental for our
recognises the inherent right to
approach to the individual. He is our brother and our sister. He is equal to
respect for the dignity of disabled
every other human being and equal to us.”
people.They have the same
Dr. Karl König
fundamental rights as their fellow
citizens. This means first and foremost
the right to enjoy a decent life, as
normal and full as possible.
Rights are about how we are treated and included in the community around us. It is important that we all know
about our rights and that we are supported as to how we can exercise them. It is only through working
together that we can hope to create social justice. If everyone’s rights are honoured then social harmony is
possible; a just society upholds everyone’s rights. Camphill encourages everybody to participate in society at
large, to exercise their right to vote and to take part in the political process.

“Laughing and weeping are something which can, in the highest
sense, be called the physiognomy of the divine in man.”
Rudolf Steiner

In Camphill we aim to support a culture that cherishes moments of joy and spontaneity in people's lives,
whether they have special needs or not. While we lead busy lives and work hard, there is ample opportunity
for play.
We create the circumstances for spontaneity and fun
where relationships between people are not
dominated by roles and labels.Togetherness,
inclusiveness, and humour are important for these
moments to ring true. When we laugh together we
are truly equal and human in that moment.
(see Chapter 8: Inclusion and diversity).
Over time shared moments and memories weave
together the tapestry of community.They create the
sense of not being on your own, of travelling the
journey of life together with friends, however difficult
that journey might be.The fabric of a community is
tender and elusive. One might plan an evening for
'good fun', but fun can never be guaranteed. It will
depend on the individuals present and an element of
grace that makes such moments exceptional.
Without the element of grace, companionship and
mutuality participation in any activity, no matter how
special, will ring hollow.

Siodhna Kavannagh has many ‘happy and fun’ memories of
her time in Camphill. There are many evenings spent around
the kitchen table laughing and talking together with friends
drinking hot chocolate. Siodhna also likes sometimes to go
out in the evening and enjoys an occasional Guinness, which
she drinks with a straw in the company of friends.
A local friend sponsored her 21st birthday party in his house
with a band. Many old friends and ex-co-workers turned up
unexpectedly.
Christmas and other festivals are very important for Siodhna
particularly as she does not have family. She will never forget
when the community produced a play called ‘Papa Panov’s
Magic Christmas’ in which she played a beggar. The whole
town turned up and she had a great time. Siodhna also
loves to give presents to others and cherishes many happy
moments around the Tree on Christmas Day when
everybody celebrates together.
As related to Mischa

Being awake to the moment – open to ideas and
initiatives - allows the unexpected to happen.
Sometimes that means hard work, taking risks or being spontaneous. However, we find our lives all the richer for it.

In Camphill we strive to create an environment where every individual is treated with dignity, is valued for what
they are able to contribute, and is able to make informed decisions. Each person is supported to voice their
needs, express themselves, and be heard. Each person can strive to meet their full potential and can live a
healthy and meaningful life (see Chapter 12: Creating a holistic and therapeutic environment). We acknowledge
these as the rights of all human beings, irrespective of ability or disability. As part of creating an environment in
which the rights of all are upheld we each acknowledge responsibility to uphold the rights of others.
All members of the community are encouraged to
participate actively in decision making and planning
processes and in making informed choices. In a formal
way we see this on a yearly basis through annual and
other reviews (see 'Reflecting, Supporting and Planning'
in section 2). These are opportunities for the individual
and others who are important for them to reflect on
their life – on what they do in the community, what goals
they have reached or are working towards, with a chance
to look ahead. In preparing for these meetings and during
the meetings themselves we take account of what
support the individual needs to participate actively in the
meeting and in the decisions arising from the meeting.
This includes being given all relevant information in a clear
and understandable way.
Making space
There are always points in the week such as house meetings, work meetings, community meetings etc., where
those living in the community are able to share ideas, initiate developments, contribute to decision-making and
talk about what is happening in their own lives, in the community, and in the world. Everyone has an equal
chance to speak and express themselves on these occasions.The community tries to ensure that everyone is
given the necessary support and space so they can exercise their right to participate and be heard.
It is the right of every person to have a space in which they feel comfortable to make their voice heard and
express themselves, and a mode of communication with which to do so.
In Camphill there is no established hierarchy although people do have different degrees of experience and carry
different levels of responsibility. But every one of us carries some responsibility, be it in the practical realm or
socially. We recognise each other’s strengths and weaknesses and our own. We are not equal in ability; some are
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good at one thing, some at another. But we aim to value each other equally.
We all have gifts that come alive when we are able to share them with others. Everyone
can make an essential contribution to our community life, whether it is to feed the cows,
take out the compost, make supper or make others laugh (see Chapter 9: Economic life).
In addition to our rights and responsibilities as members of the community we also have
rights and responsibilities in our direct interactions with others. We have the right to
establish friendships with one another, and we gain and learn a lot from these friendships.
When friendships move into the realm of romantic relationships, however, considerable care is needed. For
adolescents and adults with special needs,
considerable support and guidance is needed in
“I’m an adult and I do not like to be treated as a child. I do
exploring any such relationships.The need for sex
not want somebody telling me all the time what is good for
education, counselling, and support is always borne
me. I’m able to make my own decisions and I want to have a
in mind according to the individual’s requirements.
choice. If somebody wants me to do something I prefer them
Consideration is given to such education as
to ask me nicely. If I make a decision I want my opinion to be
addressing inappropriate behaviour so that abuse
respected. An example is when people go out to Naas and I
can be recognised. In each case the rights of the
don’t want to go with them then I can stay.”
individual must be balanced against the need for
Suzy
safety. We recognise that circumstances will arise
that will require clear and appropriate policies and
guidelines to prevent abuse and to manage
allegations of abuse (see relevant Guidelines, Policies and Procedures in sections 2 and 3).

6. Reciprocal relationships

“I can be easy, and maybe Michael will take me to Kilkenny on
Saturday………..and I like to do the washing-up when you have to
go on a transport…seriously….I am going to be the main washerup and then you can go to your meetings…………I was holding
Siobhain’s baby in my arms and now that she is in England, we
write emails to each other.”
John

By 'reciprocal' we mean what is mutual,
alternate, complementary and/or
correlative. It is reciprocity which makes life
more whole or more complete.

In human relationships reciprocity is a way
participants can become more whole
through mutual interactive exchange.This is
a different social proposition to a
contractual/consumerist model of service
provider and service user, which depends on exchanges of services for payments provided by a third party.
A reciprocal relationship depends on sensitivity and awareness of the channels of communication. Our “spiritual
antennae,” need to be awake. We need
the sensitivity to be able to perceive
what the other needs of us, and if others “I know that it’s important for my colleague Sean who lives in our house
that he can help make the breakfast each morning. It’s a very real and
cannot perceive our needs, we may have
important job that he does. He takes great pleasure in making the tea just
to learn how to express them more
clearly, in order to have them recognised. right. It really matters that the breakfast is done for particular people with
whom he has relationships.
Mutual recognition is essential for
creating reciprocal relationships.
If Sean’s tasks were only part of a workshop, set up primarily to provide
Superficial interest is not enough. Inner
him with occupation and there was nothing else, he would be disappointed.
devotional work is needed to develop
It would gradually erode his sense of worth to others.You could say that his
genuine empathy for the other.
right to reciprocate would be denied. Sean needs to experience the reality
that ‘I do something that gives meaning and brings wholeness to your life.’
Reciprocity calls for honesty with oneself
Jonathan
and with the other – a willingness to be
open to the questions: Where are my
weaknesses? Am I truly hearing his or
her real need? Am I listening too superficially? Am I responding to the subtleties? Am I receptive and honest or
do I interpret according to my own likes and dislikes? A reciprocal relationship implies that both parties are open
to learning from each other, particularly about themselves.
Becoming vulnerable is a necessary aspect of reciprocal relationships, and dwelling in the 'heart space' calls for
respect, nurturing and genuine commitment. Here one invests oneself into authentic friendship.
In healthy relationships we retain our resolve to stand by the other, enabling wholeness to come about despite
adversity, conflict, or poverty (see Chapter 7: Building communities of mutual support).
Reciprocity also has meaning in the context of the
wider community. Camphill as an organisation strives
to be part of the greater world of human activity
and forms many and varied relationships with other
organisations and relationships that further closer
integration into our local communities. In these social
dimensions too, wholeness is a consideration and
aim. As with our approach to reciprocity in
interpersonal relationships, Camphill Communities
strive for genuine and meaningful encounters and
relationships with individuals and organisations
outside our communities.
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7. Building communities of
mutual support
In a Camphill Community we
aim to give more attention to
“...it is by giving that one receives, it is by forgiving that one is forgiven, it is by selfwhat we all have in common
forgetting that one finds...”
than what sets us apart. ‘Ability’
Prayer of St. Francis
and ‘dis-ability’ seem less
important than the universal
“I can only give help if I am willing to see my brother as the helper and myself as
challenge for individuals to
the one receiving help. When I help him, I myself am given bread. Then the Gospel
accompany each other on
words ‘Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these my brethren, ye
ever-varying paths of life.This
have done it unto me’ begin to become a reality.”
commitment to an approach
Dr. Karl König
of mutual support is an
idealistic impulse, rooted in
Christian faith and nourished
by social and psychological principles. We draw deep inspiration from the Prayer of St. Francis and the words of
the founder of Camphill, Dr. Karl König quoted above.
On a day-to-day basis, the circle of mutual support is the usual pattern of life. Jim, who can’t read but who likes
children, plays with the young mother’s children while she makes a phone call to Sinead’s social worker. Sinead
bakes the pancakes for the cook so he can bring Tim to the doctor.Tim is wheelchair bound and needs a lot of
support, but he gives joy! And a touch of joy cheers up Anna, who takes out Frank for a dance -- the dance
sets Frank thinking and he passes on his homespun philosophy to Tom, who in turn gets fired up for another
day’s work harvesting potatoes with Joe. On his weekend at home,
Joe serves his mother breakfast in bed before they go out to the
Car Boot Sale, where she raises the funds to fit out an apartment
for Jim to take a new step of independence... And so it goes!

keystone for the shared life of the community.The fine webs of interpersonal reflection-support that includes family, the society, and culture at large, as well as reassurance at work
and in life at home--are nurtured by Camphill, as a movement committed to developing
“community” in all its expressions.
Building such communities of mutual support extends beyond the physical boundaries of a
community and includes parents, members of local support groups, Council members and
other stakeholders. We endeavour to form strong direct connections between the people
with special needs, co-workers, and their families by direct contact, and to include family and friends more
broadly in community life through participation in festivals, other cultural events, and meetings.
Formal structures
We also rely on more formal organisational structures that allow
appropriate discussion, decision-making, reflection, and
accountability.The entire organisational structure of Camphill
Communities of Ireland reflects this spirit of mutual support
between members of the Camphill community and others,
between different communities towards each other, and with those
who have taken more formal tasks for the organisation or carry
the legal responsibility (see relevant Guidelines, Policies and
Procedures in sections 2 and 3).
Each community has developed its own programme of regular
meetings where concern for the needs of all of the individuals
living in the community is carried. The group or groups that meet
will consider the needs existing in each house and work situation.
The purpose of these meetings is to ensure the safety and security
of all those living and working in the community and to enable different groups and individuals to meet their
responsibilities effectively.
Camphill Communities of Ireland is an independent charity that works in partnership with the Health Service
Executive, Department of the Environment and Local Government, Local Authorities, and other statutory
organisations.

Mutual support requires a generosity of spirit, to be aware of,
tolerant of and to value others . We must expect great things from
each other but refrain from judging when we do not always
succeed.
This primary recognition of the mutuality, and the co-responsibility,
of each and every personal and community relationship does not
diminish the recognition that some of us have specific needs, or
that someone's personal incapacity calls on others to compensate
for that limitation in a sensitive but responsible way.The capacity for personal responsibility is encouraged in
everyone, just as the expectation of participation is an essential part of Camphill’s approach (see Chapter 3:
Cultural life and creativity).
While mutual support oils the wheels of interdependence during our everyday life, the importance of mutual
support is highlighted when meeting times of trouble. Being there for one another when we experience a crisis,
a time of bereavement or grief, or when we express ourselves through challenging behaviour is when we can
show our true faithfulness in supporting one another (see Chapter 6: Reciprocal relationships).
Challenging behaviour is usually due to distress, anxiety, frustration, or anger. If this is understood and the
specific causes explored and dealt with, it is often possible to prevent subsequent incidents. Effective
communication between all parties does much to minimise challenging behaviour. Mutual support also requires
honesty in the face of difficult decisions (see relevant Guidelines, Policies and Procedures in sections 2 and 3).
The spirit of mutuality and co-responsibility informs the relationships between individuals but it is also a
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8. Inclusion and diversity

Addressing the issues of inclusion and diversity is
about creating communities of belonging, where
we seek to accompany and support oneanother in daily life.

“It is the firm will of the Irish Nation, in harmony and friendship,
to unite all the people who share the territory of the island of
Ireland, in all the diversity of their identities and traditions.”
Article 3 of Bunreacht Na h’Eireann

Anyone with a degree of disability needing
support who chooses lifesharing and Camphill is
welcomed. Neither diagnostic criteria nor the degree of support required determine who has a place in
Camphill. People are never segregated according to diagnosis or ability.

“Before moving to Ireland from the UK, Sophie was placed in a
specialist service for people with autistic spectrum disorders.
The staff were very well-trained and good with her but she
didn't mix at all because all the other residents had similar
difficulties communicating and interacting. Since coming to
Camphill and mixing with a much wider variety of people in
terms of ability and sociability, she has opened up much more.”
Sophie's mother

Acceptance of difference requires active
interest in the other. Camphill communities are
made up of people of different ages, abilities,
nationalities, religions, and backgrounds. In our
communities families, single people, the young
and the old, the able and the disabled, religious
and non-religious, live side by side.

for experiencing life to the full, with all its pitfalls and plateaus.To make the most of such an
opportunity, a community must take the extra step of asking “How do we have to change
to include this person?” rather than “How does a person have to change to fit in to what
we are doing?”The qualities of tolerance, empathy, sensitivity, courage, and humour are
much-needed tools in our toolbox.
Empowerment, through active involvement, is an essential ingredient of inclusion.This
means tackling life head on! It also means being in a setting where there is support for
experimentation, support for taking appropriate risks, and an acknowledgement of effort. A life that is open to
such challenges is not easy but it is rewarding. If inclusion in effective learning opportunities or other
developmental activitie puts a person at risk, the long-term co-worker group in consultation with the individual,
the family and appropriate professionals will evaluate the situation and make a considered decision which
involves minimising the dangers of such risks.
The arts
Another strategy for enhancing participation is through the arts. Many people find it easier to express
themselves through painting, for example, than through words. As part of the process leading to this document,
groups from all the communities expressed their views on all the issues represented here in the form of artistic
presentations. Music, dance, and drama were all employed to great effect.

Acceptance of diversity is an ongoing challenge.
It expresses itself in our cultural life where we
aim to create an environment that enables
equal participation. On a purely physical level this can involve mobility aids, non-verbal communication aids, and a
range of other measures to enhance accessibility. It might also be a case of simply being more thoughtful. We
design buildings and their surroundings with inclusion in mind and can achieve simple yet enormous benefits in
terms of accessibility. Within the houses all common areas are shared and are used by everyone, be it the
bathrooms, dining rooms, kitchens or sitting rooms. Only our bedrooms and family spaces are private in the
usual sense of the word.
“Coming to Camphill from home has been a real eyeopener to me. Throughout school and college I chose my
friends and they chose me based on our common
interests, mutual attractions etc. Here, I landed in the
house with two other German volunteers, an Irish girl
and a fellow from Israel. Under different circumstances I
doubt I would have passed the time of day with any of
them. But through lifesharing and the examples of
friendship demonstrated by those we support, very real
and deep friendships developed that I know will last into
the future.”
Monica

Social life
A more pressing challenge is to enhance participation
in the social sphere. Apart from the formal
mechanisms for achieving this (see Chapter 5: Rights
and responsibilities), there is much to be gained from
the everyday informal communications possible in
lifesharing settings.The world has been remade many
times around the dining room table! Such informal

possibilities can be invaluable for individuals who have
difficulty expressing themselves in formal group settings.
Social inclusion not achieved easily. Many people,
particularly those with special needs, have suffered from
alienation and have been effectively disenfranchised by
their difficulties in coping in wider society. For these
people, a supportive community can provide the setting
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9. Economic life

The quotation across describes
what we refer to as The
Fundamental Social Law.This is part
of the ethos of Camphill and has
become the compass that orients
much of our thinking and activities
in the economic realm.

“In a community of human beings working together, the well-being of the
community will be the greater, the less the individual claims for himself the
proceeds of the work he has himself done; the more of these proceeds he
makes over to his fellow workers, and the more his own requirements are
satisfied, not out of his own work, but of the work done by others.”
Rudolf Steiner

Economic life by its very nature is a
social affair.The interactions that underpin economic life are in the end interactions between human beings
and hence are primarily social interactions.
In living the Fundamental Social Law our gesture in economic activity focuses on the social rather than
monetary, looking beyond self interest to try and meet the needs of others. A healthy economic life is where
a vast network of interdependencies exists.The usual assumptions that link work and income are challenged,
for we separate them to be dealt with individually.
The motivation for work unfolds from the individual’s being, whether it is pushing a wheel barrow in the
garden to grow food for the community or
playing a concerto on a piano to an
attentive audience. It is an individual’s free
“I like community living. I like my work. I cook and I see the people eat
and they are happy. Martin milks the cows for me. When I go to town I
will, and the perception of the needs of the
bring some money along to get things.”
other and the whole community, that sparks
Paul
the desire to make a contribution.
On the other hand there are a person’s
needs such as food, sustenance, shelter,
clothing, care, culture, etc.These needs vary from individual to
individual but must be met in order for an individual to be
able to make their freely-given contribution. When the
Fundamental Social Law is upheld in community life, then both
the needs of the community and the needs of the individual
are met in a mutually supportive way.
The community’s resources are available for use by all: no one
can lay claim to things solely for themselves. A practical
example illustrating the effectiveness of this approach is in the
use of vehicles. In some communities only 7 vehicles are
needed for as many as 85 people. In a conventional situation
at least 20 vehicles would be needed and more mileage
would be travelled as well.

coffee shops, craft sales, etc., as well as the real and significant contribution from the
community's own activity.The community meets its needs from this income.
Responsibility for financial matters
rests with the Community Group.
“I am incredibly wealthy and yet I own nothing.”
This group designates one or
Jim
more people to deal with financial
administration. Conventional
accounting procedures are used to provide reports for members of the community and for the auditor. Annual
budgets are prepared by the community and are approved by the Local Committee and by Council.The
Council, which has ultimate responsibility, will compile collective financial reports and budgets for all of the
communities in Ireland and monitor each community’s financial activity. All
Camphill accounts are audited annually.
Co-workers living in the community strive to work out of the Fundamental
Social Law. However, there are some people whose primary relationship to
the community is one of employment.They nevertheless make a vital
contribution to the life of the community. We aim to be a good employer,
and we endeavour to employ people who will work out of a spirit of
freedom and goodwill, as against a purely financial motivation.
Some individuals have private money or receive income from state benefits
or other sources. It is up to the individual’s free choice what he or she
wishes to do with such money. Some people may choose out of their free
will to contribute to the common pool or to make a donation.
There may be instances where an individual needs assistance to look after
their own money.This support can be provided by people within the
community always keeping in mind the independence of the individual and their ability for consent and decisionmaking (see relevant Guidelines, Policies and Procedures in sections 2 and 3).

Shared ownership results in an efficient use of resources both
in economic and ecological terms.Thus the environmental impact of our economic activity can be greatly
reduced. Sharing resources can be challenging but it opens up all sorts of possibilities that would normally not
be available to individuals in conventional economic circumstances.
One can create a social space where the dignity of work can grow and establish itself. Here work or labour is
no longer a burden but an opportunity to benefit the whole and its individual members (see Chapter 10:The
dignity of work).
Practically speaking all income that comes to a community is a shared resource.There are various streams of
income including those from state bodies, donations, grants, and some through trading enterprises such as
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10. The dignity of work

In Camphill Communities people ‘work’ (as in
labour, toil and exert themselves) on the
different jobs and tasks that are needed to make
our community way of life ‘work’ (as in succeed,
bring about, do what is needed). Beyond this our
ideals in working are that:
•
•
•
•

“If you want to work well you have to work with soul and belief.”
Anton P. Checkov
Russian playwright

work is done for the wholeness of the community;
work can transform the world and make it a better place;
we work now for the future and for those who will come after us; and
work improves the quality of life.

Because the basis of our work is to do what is needed, all the work we do is meaningful and has a true
purpose. Our communities have a variety of work opportunities that range from agriculture and horticulture
through to craft work and domestic tasks. Finding a place of work depends on the needs of the community,
though personal preference, interests, and suitability are always taken into account.

The dignity that real work offers cannot be measured.
Every person in Camphill can make a contribution, even those who are unable to work in
the usual sense. Each person does what they are able to do. For some, it is their silent,
observing presence that contributes to the workshop; for others it is their sociability. Even
the most disabled person wishes to be included in the work that is going on. Regardless of
the amount of activity involved, all of these contributions bring energy into the community
(see Chapter 8: Inclusion and diversity).
Separating money and work
As noted in 'Chapter 9: Economic life,' people in Camphill do not claim payment in the usual sense for the
work that they do. We do not measure the hours that we work; work and life are mutually inclusive! Tasks are
done because they need to be done, and because people need to do them. People’s needs, monetary or
otherwise, are not equated to the work that they do.
People in Camphill have an Annual Review (see 'Reflecting, Supporting and Planning' in section 2), where
every aspect of their life is evaluated and discussed. In the normal course of things, this is where the work
situation is reviewed, and changes made, if needed. A special review meeting can be called at any time, if it is felt
to be necessary.
All those participating in workshops in Camphill are given Health and Safety training where appropriate, e.g.
Fire Safety, Food Handling, Hygiene, First Aid, Appliances and Machinery. Every care is taken that Health and
Safety principles are woven into the daily activities in the workshops. In addition each community has an annual
health & safety audit (see relevant Guidelines, Policies and Procedures in sections 2 and 3).

When it is relevant for an individual’s development, work experience, part-time work, or full-time work outside
the community can be considered.
Going to work every day is therapeutic
in and of itself. It boosts self-esteem and
provides a common focus, as well as
generating a healthy interdependence.
Because the work is needed for the
sound and successful running of the
community as a whole, job satisfaction
follows. Self-esteem and empowerment
develop from being needed.
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“People in my community are very happy because I milk the cows and
look after the cows, sheep, chickens and pigs. I am happiest when I’m in
the bike shop. I enjoy my job outside the community. I used to be a
student on the Journeyman. Now I’m a co-worker there on Thursdays. I
help the students with the garden workshop. I cook lunch on Tuesdays with
Aine and Helen. The farmers love our cooking. I like being busy and helping
out. I feel good when people say thank you and tell me I helped them.”
John
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11. Caring for the living earth

It is increasingly understood that a one-sided viewing of
“Members of the Community do their work out of love
the natural environment as a resource to be exploited
for the children, the sick, the suffering, out of love for the
has led to the present fragile conditions of the earth.The
soil, the gardens, fields, woods, and everything that is
early founders of Camphill recognised the importance of
embraced by the Community.”
caring for our environment through sustainable practices
Dr. Karl König
and a deepening of our understanding of the needs of
the earth.These aspirations have been a cornerstone of
Camphill since its inception. In this respect Camphill joins
with the many individuals and groups today that call for us to live lightly and engage responsibly within our
surroundings.
In Camphill we recognise that there are inherent life forces sustaining the natural world.These life forces are
interdependent with matter, and need to be nurtured. As an example, a seed is not only a collection of plant
matter, and the soil in which it is planted is not only a collection of broken down rock and organic matter. Both
the seed and soil contain life forces that allow the seed to sprout and grow. Camphill communities go beyond
simply aiming to do no harm – we attempt to foster and nurture these elemental forces.
Whether a Community is located in an urban area or in a rural environment, this aspiration to care for the
living earth and nurture the environment will be evident (see Chapter 12: Creating a holistic and therapeutic
environment). Caring for the earth can become manifest in the smallest of details of life, from the careful
growing of vegetables and animal husbandry using organic methods, and the nature nurturing methods of biodynamics developed by Rudolf Steiner, to reusing and recycling as much as we can, to the ethical sourcing of
materials for the development of a project.
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Flow forms have been developed for water cleansing and are in many of our communities
now. We aim for energy efficiency in new buildings and in refurbishing older structures. Solar
panels are often fitted on new buildings. For heating, we are turning to wood-chip burners
or heat exchange systems where we can, and sustainable energy systems such as biogas are
operating in several communities.
These projects are a gesture towards a responsible stewardship of our surroundings.This
type of conscious caring for the earth
can have a direct therapeutic effect on
individuals and a responsible
“My name is James. I live on a farm now and have lived on a farm all my
engagement as ‘steward’ has been a
life. When I was young I often left the gates open and the cows escaped. I
bedrock for community building since
am now a farmer and I am responsible to lead them from the fields to
the beginning of Camphill.
the barn. In the mornings I help to look after the vegetables, which we
grow - digging, composting and sometimes planting.
I work hard and enjoy putting on my overalls, jacket and boots to go to
work. People call me ‘James the Farmer’ and I enjoy this. I spend a lot of
free time reading farm magazines. One day I would like to drive Tractors. I
do it sometimes in low gear with help when I am in the field. This is the
only way to learn ‘practice’.
The life of a farmer changes from season to season but I just carry on
being a farmer, just like the other farmers I see at the Mart or in the local
pubs. I enjoy doing new important jobs and meeting other farmers, I
always watch out for cattle when I am away from the farm, I suppose you
can take me out of the farm but you cannot take the farm out of me.”
‘Once a farmer always a farmer’.
For James
(By John)
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12. Creating a holistic and
therapeutic environment
In Camphill we are conscious that the lifestyle rhythms
we set for ourselves and our surroundings play a
significant role in determining our sense of well-being.
We create rhythms for our lives that balance work, rest,
and play. We appreciate that when approached in the
correct way our daily activities, such as having regular
nourishing meals with good quality food, taking regular
and enjoyable exercise, and the work we do, can be as
therapeutic as time taken to undertake a specific therapy.

“A man should hear a little music, read a little poetry,
and see a fine picture every day of his life, in order that
worldly cares may not obliterate the sense of the
beautiful which God has implanted in the human soul.”
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
German author, humanist and painter

Making connections
We also understand how important it is to be connected with those around us and the
important people in our lives. Activities where people can encounter their family and friends
from inside and outside the community are encouraged (see Chapter 4: Celebrating life,
fun and spontaneity).This includes keeping in contact through phone calls, letters and visits.
In the realm of friendship, that involves both the act of communicating and of listening, we
find we are ‘under stood’ on a deeper level by the other person. Being understood can
inform our own sense of being, mirror how we feel about ourselves, and address our
deepest needs - to be appreciated, loved and wanted.
We are welcoming to visitors. All those living in the Community can invite family and friends to visit. Coworkers are responsible for their guests and only invite those they can vouch for.The freedom to invite visitors
is balanced against the needs of those living in the community (for example, some people find disruption of
routines difficult).The long-term co-workers take responsibility for ensuring that such visits are compatible and
in harmony with the day-to-day life of the community.

We aim for aesthetically pleasing surroundings - from the overall design of our houses to the arrangement of a
flower bed at the entrance to the house, as well as the overall layout of buildings and natural spaces in our
communities. We endeavour to include beauty in the everyday activities of life, from the careful laying of a table,
to flowers and decorations that reflect the season.
Taking time
We take time to accomplish life’s varied tasks. We aim to do this with care, creativity, and reverence. For
example, when we eat meals together, we sing or say grace and bless our meals in order to acknowledge that
this is special time set aside to be together and to meet one another. We try to be deliberate in creating the
atmosphere in our homes - we do not have music or the radio continually playing as background noise although
we do enjoy consciously listening to music. We try to minimise television use, as it tends to reduce other social
interaction in the room when it is switched on.
Beyond our daily rhythms we also try to consciously experience the seasons of the year.The light and dark
times of the year, and the movement of the seasons through the
cycle of birth, growth and decay affect us all.The songs we sing
and the prayers we say reflect this progress through the year and
give us a sense of our place in the world and we then see how
important it is to care for it and nourish it as it nourishes us (see
Chapter 11: Caring for the living earth).
Feeling secure
Part of our ability to feel well within our environment comes from
a feeling of security.This derives both from both physical and
emotional security. We create a feeling of physical security from
having spaces to live and work in that are in good repair and
where we use common sense to ensure our health and safety.This
includes our policy that recreational drugs are not permitted and
the use of alcohol on the premises is discouraged. In Camphill we create personal space and places to store
personal belongings for individuals that are respected by others, with particular attention paid to those times
and spaces where privacy is most valued. For example, we knock before entering someone else’s room.
To engender emotional security there is always at least one long-term co-worker who has the overview of each
house or workshop.This guarantees continuity of care, appropriate behaviour in caring for one another, and the
handing over of information where necessary. In addition we try to create an environment that is free from
taunting, bullying, and other types of harassment including physical and/or sexual abuse. Where incidents of this
kind or allegations about such incidents occur we are active in responding to them and have clear and simple
guidelines as to how this response will occur (see relevant Guidelines, Policies and Procedures in sections 2
and 3).
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13. Conclusion: Sharing our lives

This chapter is about the simple but enormously challenging
act of sharing our lives. All of us, in almost every circumstance,
share some part of our lives with others. In this sense,
Camphill is just a reflection of wider society. However, this is
at the same time the source of the challenge.The alienation
felt by many people and the dislocation often evident in
relationships in our wider world is only too apparent.The
kind of sharing we are describing here fundamentally means
sharing in relationships. In their seminal report on care in
lifesharing settings, Helen Zipperlen and John O'Brien
espouse the view that lifesharing is not specifically connected
with disability but that it “describes a quality of human
relationships” (Cultivating Thinking Hearts, 1994). Many of us
in Camphill feel that our ultimate task is to create healthy
relationships.

“The healthy social life is found when, in the mirror
of each human soul, the whole community finds its
reflection and when, in the community, the virtue of
each one is living.”
Rudolf Steiner
“The best and most beautiful things in the world
cannot be seen or even touched - they must be
felt with the heart.”
Hellen Keller
American author and advocate of the blind

Creating a home
A theme that has been touched on throughout this document is the intention in Camphill to create a home
rather than an institution. Whatever expressions we use to refer to ourselves, they most certainly do not include
'client' and 'service provider.' This is because each of us makes our home in a community.These kinds of interrelationships are sometimes compared to the model of an extended family. Each person has a place and finds
expression in different roles and responsibilities.These roles change over time as each person grows and seeks
new challenges.The dynamics of the relationships are essentially organic. Of course lifesharing does not suit
everyone and certainly not everyone in all stages of their lives. But it is suitable for many people. It is a lifestyle
and not a livelihood for co-workers; a home rather than a place to stay. Everyone freely gives their time, effort
and inspiration to live together in a way that brings many
rewards as well as challenges. One of the strongest
expressions of our choice to live together is the manner
in which we share meals. Specific distraction-free time is
set aside where all members of the household (and
sometimes guests) come together to eat a delicious
home-cooked meal and engage in social conversation
that includes everyone.

suited to our type of community life.This can occur through correspondence, meetings,
visits, and references from third parties (see 'Joining and Leaving Camphill' in section 2).
We will adjust the timing of our admissions process for each individual to ensure that they
are prepared as adequately as possible to join our community and that the community is
prepared for them to join. For some individuals the admissions process will take weeks but
for others the process may take a longer time. As part of this admissions procedure
everyone first joining the community has a trial period of three months. At the end of this
time, the initial adjustment of the individual to community life will be reviewed. Where necessary, the trial
period can be extended. After the trial period ends, those wishing to join the community indefinitely must sign
(or have signed on their behalf) an agreement stating that they understand the basic tenets of community life
as outlined in this document and are making a conscious choice to join and uphold the Camphill way of
community life.
“We have lots of fun here....Respect comes with honesty and builds over
time.
Learning together
We SHARE:
A great deal of our time and effort in
Social
Camphill is put into learning to live
Happy
together.The focus of this learning
Angry
does not solely concern people with
Respect
special needs but also co-workers.
Excitement”
The choice to remain in a community
Mary
of mutual striving is a choice to face
life’s challenges together. We
encounter many personal challenges in making this choice and we are open to learning from our mistakes.
There are many lessons to learn where we need help in order to resolve ongoing challenges (see relevant
Guidelines, Policies and Procedures in sections 2 and 3).This type of growth requires the empathy and support
of those around us. It is our experience that people with special needs have much to teach as well as learn.
They can teach us to accept ourselves as we are, but equally to grow and change.
The truly special experiences and relationships that arise in our communities happen within the setting of
ordinary people doing and experiencing ordinary things together. We iron our clothes, do the dishes, vacuum
the floor, clear the table after dinner, go shopping, go to the bank, put diesel in the car, watch a movie. We have
golden days and the occasional grey day - we live our lives and continue to grow and strive….

Beyond disability
For many non-disabled people who choose community
life the motivation does not lie in the material realm. It is
not the money or the comfort or an easy life that
attracts people. Indeed, all of these material attractions
are far more easily gained elsewhere. Although it might be described in many different ways, what initially attracts
us, consistently uplifts us and ultimately sustains us in community life is spiritual striving. It is here that the strength
is found to face the challenge of meeting ourselves, and the ability to recognise and uphold the essential in the
other.To see beyond a disability or a personal failing requires self awareness, and such awareness must be
cultivated.
Choosing Camphill
Because Camphill is a lifestyle it is very important that anyone considering joining one of our communities fully
understands what this involves. Communities will ensure that individuals wishing to join a community, or those
making the decision on their behalf, have a good knowledge of what our community life is like. As part of this
initial encounter between the individual and community we take steps to evaluate whether the individual is
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14. Going forward

We have attempted in the sections above to
characterise life in Camphill, and the inspirations and
aspirations integral to our life in community. We
understand that no document can adequately describe all
the details of life and that it will need to be periodically
reviewed and updated .The Council will take
responsibility for this at least every three years.
A fundamental
concept in our
striving is the
notion of continual
development of self
and community. We have a lifestyle where quality
improvement is embedded in everything we do.
As part of our active engagement with one another and with those that partner us in supporting this way of
community living, we are open to feedback and review of how well we are meeting our aspirations. We hope
that this document will form the basis for ongoing review of how we are meeting the needs of those who
choose to live within our communities.
“Life in Camphill is groovy
Why don't you come and see?”
Mary

In the end, our way of life is played out not on paper but in the interactions between people and can best be
understood and experienced through the life of the community.
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List of Communities
Bridge Camphill Community
Main Street, Kilcullen, Co. Kildare
Small urban community for adults.
Craft- coffee- book-shop and gardens
Tel:
045 481597
Email:
thebridge@camphill.ie

Camphill Community Kyle
Coolagh, Callan, Co. Kilkenny
Small community with adults, including some with
exceptional needs.
Office:
056 7725737
Email : kyle@camphill.ie

Camphill Community Grangebeg
Parklane, Dunlavin, Co. Kildare
Landbased community with farm.
Tel:
045 406050 / 406055
Email:

Camphill Community Thomastown
The Watergarden, Ladywell Street,Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny
Café, craft & garden centre.
Work & supported living for day attenders.
Tel:
056 7724690
Email:
the_watergarden@camphill.ie

Camphill Community Ballybay
Robb Farm, Corraskea, Ballybay, Co. Monaghan
Small rural community with adults.
Tel:
042 9748182
Email:
camphillballybay@eircom.net

Camphill Community Jerpoint
Thomastown, Co. Kilkenny
Small rural community with adults.
Tel:
056 7793868 056 7754132
Email:
jerpoint@camphill.ie

Camphill Community Ballytobin
Callan, Co. Kilkenny
Rural therapeutic community school with farm and
gardens. For children, adolescents and adults.
Tel:
056 7725114 / 7725455 / 7725645
Email:
ballytobin@camphill.ie

Camphill Community Duffcarrig
Gorey, Co. Wexford
Rural community for adults.
Office:
053 9425911
Email:
duffcarrig@camphill.ie

Affiliated activity:
Bio-Energy & Organic Fertiliser Services
BEOFS, Ballytobin, Callan, Co. Kilkenny.
Tel:
056 7755836
Email:
beofs.ballytobin@camphill.ie

Camphill Community Ballymoney
Sea Road, Ballymoney, Gorey, Co. Wexford
New initiative for adults close to Duffcarrig.
Tel:
053 9425144
Email:
info@camphillballymoney.ie

Camphill Community Callan
Callan, Co. Kilkenny
Small urban community for adults.
Tel:
056 7755887
Email:
callan@camphill.ie
Affiliated activity:
Kilkenny Collective for Arts Talent
KCAT, Art & Study Centre, Mill Lane, Callan, Co. Kilkenny.
Tel:
056 7755115
Email:
kcat.ballytobin@camphill.ie
Camphill Community Dingle
Beenbane, Dingle, Co. Kerry
Small land-based community with adults.
Tel:
066 9150787
Email:
dingle@camphill.ie
Camphill Community Dunshane
Dunshane House, Brannockstown,
Near Naas, Co. Kildare
Land-based community for adults
Tel:
045 483628
Email:
dunshane@camphill.ie
Camphill Community Greenacres
Upper Kilmacud Road, Dundrum, Dublin
Small urban community.
Tel:
01 2987618
Email:
greenacres@camphill.ie

This document is one section of the publication 'Life in Camphill'.
The full document comprises, along with the Foreword and
Introduction, the following sections:
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3
Section 4

Ways of Being
Guidelines and Policies for Camphill Communities
Further Policies and procedures adopted by
Camphill Communities of Ireland
Easy Summary

No one section on its own can be taken to represent a description of
the ethos and policies of Camphill.The document should be
considered as a whole with each section derived from and relating
to the other sections.

Carrick-on-Suir Camphill Community
Castle Street, Carrick-on-Suir, Co.Tipperary
Small urban community with adults.
Office:
051 642055
Email:
carrick@camphill.ie

The Journeyman Programe
Ballinagrana, Carrick-on-Suir, Co.Tipperary
Educational programme for young adults.
Tel:
051 641892
Email:
journeyman@camphill.ie
Grangemockler Camphill Community
Templemichael, Grangemockler, Carrick-on-Suir, Co.Tipperary
Land-based community with adults.
Tel:
051 647202
Email:
grangemockler@camphill.ie

Affiliated Sponsored Initiative
Not yet Camphill
Clare Camphill Project
Small community initiative for adults
Mountshannon, Co. Clare
Tel:
087 6745486
Email:
poshiel@gmail.com
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